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C&S Funds Construction of
Ramp For Handicapped
Sometimes numbers tell stories better than words ever can, take in consideration the number one hundred and sixty
Veteran
five. It’s three more than the number of games in a professional baseball season, sixty three less than the number of
seats in the US senate, and the exact number of times that US Airman Bryan Fyffe jumped from an airplane prior to
a life altering accident. On May 12th 1996 Bryan fell unconscious during a parachuting exercise and was awoken
just in time for a late parachute deployment. He crashed hard onto a Humvee and the impact resulted in severe
injuries. In the time since that day Bryan’s injuries have progressed to the point of paralysis. Unfortunately the
sacrifices of our county’s service men and women can not be measured by numbers and they aren’t done justice
by words, but they should be appreciated by all of us. At Courage and Sacrifice it is our mission to seek out people
like Bryan, and help ease their burden with the means provided to us from our gracious sponsors. Recently it was
brought to our committee’s attention that Bryan did not have ramp access into his home. Bills had ran up overtime
due to his disability, and he did not have the means to execute the necessary renovations. With that said we are
proud to announce that we have commenced construction on Bryan’s house. Thankfully, our donors have
contributed greatly over the last two years, and we were able to use a portion of those proceeds to begin
construction on this project. Over the next month we will fund an extension onto Bryan’s property, with ADA
compliant features and proper accessibility. Unfortunately stories like Bryan’s are all to familiar, but with the work of
our foundation and the continued support of our donors we hope to continue helping our country’s heroes in and
doing our best to honor their sacrifices.

